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94% of patients would recommend us!
As part of a new government initiative
to measure patient experience, in April
this year we launched the NHS Friends
and Family Test in all adult inpatients
departments (except maternity).
The idea is simple, upon discharge patients
are asked to fill in a questionnaire asking
how likely you would be to recommend the
ward / A&E department to your friends and
family.
We’re pleased to say that 94%* of patients
surveyed between April and June said that
they would recommend West Mid to their
friends and family.

Read more >>P5
Left: Staff Nurse Nacha Arevalo, Syon Ward 1

Celebrating West Mid this September
Join us for our 2013 Open Day on Saturday
21 September, 11.00am - 3.00pm
2013 marks 10 years since the opening of the new
hospital and to celebrate we’re holding an open day in
September to highlight the fantastic work of staff at West
Mid.
The open day will be an interactive and
engaging event with fun planned for the whole
family. Visitors will enjoy a variety of stands and behind
the scenes tours, some of the activities include:
Health and wellbeing zone
Sexual health advice, cholesterol and blood pressure testing, stop smoking help, exercising tips, Infection Prevention and Control, and Occupational Health and Wellbeing.

Careers zone
Information about career opportunities and volunteering
at West Mid.
Children’s zone
Teddy bear clinic, plaster casts, children’s allergies and
diabetes, face painting and a giant operation game.
Chocolate clinical trials
Future plans for the hospital / tell us what you think
Raffles, competitions and great prizes
Behind the scenes hospital tours
Food and drink
Live entertainment
There will be free parking for everyone all day - so come
along and enjoy the activities!
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What matters to me...
In this column earlier in the year I talked about
the Francis Report. The report is the culmination of
a public inquiry into the care provided by Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust between 2005 and
2009.
The report was commissioned by the Secretary
of State for Health, to help understand what went
wrong at Mid Staffordshire and why so many
patients and their families were let down by the
people they trusted to provide care.
Although the report focuses on what happened
at Mid Staffordshire, it contains far reaching
recommendations for the NHS as a whole.
Following
the
report’s
publication
in
February the Government has been studying the
recommendations put forward by its author, as has
our Trust Board. There are 290 recommendations
in total, split into a number of key themes. Some
of these can be implemented locally, whilst
others are very high level, requiring action by the
Government.
We take the findings of the report very seriously
and we are committed to maintaining consistently
high standards of patient care. At our Trust Board
meeting in July we presented the first in a series of
reports which looks at a range of themes identified
by Francis. It assesses what the Trust already does
well, what is already in our plans for 2013/14, where
we need to improve and what, from the Francis
Report, would be new for the Trust.
As part of their response to the Francis Report,
the Prime Minister and the Secretary of State for
Health commissioned a review into the quality of
care and treatment provided at 14 hospital trusts
in England. The review was carried out by Sir Bruce
Keogh, the National Medical Director for the

NHS, to look at these trusts
Each inspection will provide the
identified as having higher
public with a clear picture of the
than average death rates.
quality of care in their local hospital,
This review has revealed
exposing poor and mediocre care and
problems in care that had
highlighting the many hospitals that
not been exposed before,
provide good and excellent care. Where
and as a result 11 of the
there are failures in care, Sir Mike will
trusts have been put under
highlight what needs to be addressed
‘special measures’ to ensure
and ask trusts, together with NHS
they make improvements in
England and the Trust Development
their governance.
Authority, to put in place a clear
Following
on
from
programme to deal with the problems.
this review, and linked
The first 18 NHS trusts to be
to recommendations put
inspected under this new regime have
forward in the Francis
already been identified, and will be
Report,
a
new
Chief
visited in the coming months. We are
Inspector of Hospitals has
not one of the first wave but, as all
been appointed: Sir Mike
acute hospitals will be inspected by the
Richards.
end of 2015, we can expect to be visited
Dame Jacqueline Docherty The concept of having
at any time.
Chief Executive
independent
inspections
The Trust Board welcomes this new
of hospitals is not new.
inspection system. We have a very open
But Sir Mike is introducing
and transparent culture and we look
radical changes to the way
forward to having the opportunity to
hospitals in England are inspected. Sir Mike will lead take part in order to share good practice and to
significantly bigger inspection teams, led by clinical learn from other high performing trusts.
and other experts that include trained members of
If you would like to find out more you can visit
the public.
www.cqc.org.uk.
The teams will spend longer inspecting hospitals
Sir Mike is calling on members of the public and
and cover key service areas including A&E, maternity, clinicians to join his inspection teams. If you are a
paediatrics, medicine and surgery, care of the member of the public you can respond by emailing:
elderly, end of life care and outpatients.
Joinmikesarmy-public@cqc.org.uk
They will be made up of both announced and
unannounced inspections, including evenings and If you are a clinician or health professional you can
weekends when the quality of care can sometimes email Joinmikesarmy-professionals@cqc.org.uk
take a dip.

Director’s cut
I am delighted to have been offered
the opportunity to work at West Mid
as the Director of Nursing, Midwifery
and
Operations.
Whilst
this is a very big role, the overlap
and so the opportunities, make
it a really exciting proposition.
Senior
Managers
are
often
criticised for their apparent focus on targets, these are of course
important as they are often the
measures by which we are judged
externally. However whilst we need
to be very mindful of the targets,
we
need
to
focus
too
on
quality and let’s not forget that the
targets have been set as a measure
for quality of care. For example, we
all
agree
that
waiting
in
Accident
and
Emergency
for
longer than four hours does not
provide a good patient experience.
You will have seen in the
media that the NHS is under more
scrutiny than ever before and we
need to be very alert to people’s
real and perceived concerns about

being treated by our hospital. We
all need to ensure that the care and
treatment we deliver to our
patients is of the highest standard at
all times. This should be a matter of
professional pride for all of us and is
absolutely about so much more than
targets.
Nurses are pivotal to this and we
must ensure a strong nursing voice
across the Trust as advocates for
our patients. I will be working with
the senior nurses and midwives to
implement a ‘back to the floor’
initiative. This will involve teams of
senior nursing staff visiting wards and
departments, talking to staff and
patients to observe that the level of
care being provided is of a high standard and appropriate. Where gaps are
observed, we will work with staff
to improve it. I hope that with time,
this
initiative
will
become
multi-disciplinary, involving therapists, doctors and pharmacists in
the ward and departmental visits.
In July the first results of the

Julie Hunt, Director of Nursing,
Midwifery and Operations

NHS Friends and Family Test were
published. I’m pleased to say that
94%* of patients surveyed between
April and June said that they
would
recommend
West
Mid
to
their
friends
and
family.
The Friends and Family Test is a

simple way for patients to give their
feedback and it allows us to
quickly relay the feedback from ward
to Board.
We still have a lot of work to do
to improve the experience that our
patients report as highlighted in the
annual national survey. This starts
with each and everyone one of us
in every single encounter we have,
whether it’s face-to-face, by phone
or letter. If we get the quality right
then the targets will look after
themselves.
West Mid is a great place to
work, with a reputation for having
really good and committed staff.
I’m very keen to work with you
all to make sure that’s the reputation we maintain with our
commissioners, our partners but
moreover our patients.
*Of 692 patients who completed a friends
and family test survey between April
and June, 94% said they would be either
extremely likely or likely to recommend
the hospital.
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Promoting a smoke free hospital News in brief
RealTime making real improvements

Stop Smoking Specialist Eva Gates with patient Ron Grant, No Smoking Day 2013
You may be aware that West Mid is a
no smoking hospital. However, have you
thought about the impact of smoking
outside the hospital buildings?
Smoking outside the buildings may
affect vulnerable patients, especially babies
if you smoke near the maternity unit. Of
course, there is also the fire risk if cigarette
ends blow inside the hospital doors or are
dropped into outside bins; this could mean
evacuating patients and staff.
Martin Green, West Mid’s Fire Officer
told WMM that even a small fire or a false
alarm could cause huge disruption. He said
that any evacuation of the main building
would seriously disrupt services, which
would also interfere with patient diagnosis,
treatment and recovery.
Our dedication to a non-smoking
hospital doesn’t just stop there. For the
last eight years there has been an in-house
Stop Smoking Service lead by stop smoking
specialist, Eva Gates.
This service offers help, support and
medication to inpatients, outpatients, staff
and visitors. If you’re coming to hospital for
treatment it is an opportune time to give
up smoking because it will aid recovery. Did
you know that when you quit smoking your
body absorbs more oxygen which helps
wounds to heal more quickly?

Stop Smoking Service by a doctor, nurse or
stop smoking champion. During her follow
up, Eva will assess how ready and motivated
you are to give up smoking. Patients are
then given a choice of treatment and further
support from Eva after being discharged.
As a former smoker herself, Eva
understands how difficult it can be to
give up smoking. West Mid’s Stop Smoking
Service is very much part of clinical
intervention and we’re pleased to say that
we have a 73% success rate for inpatients.
For more information about West Mid’s
stop smoking service call 0208 321 5188.
Our walk-in clinic runs every Wednesday,
4.45pm - 5.45pm in Outpatient Department
2, Chest Clinic.
The maternity walk-in clinic for new
mums, mums-to-be and partners has
been moved to Feltham Health Centre on
Tuesdays, 4pm - 5pm.
Occupational Health will act as an
advisory and support service for staff.
Additionally, those who wish to stop
smoking can access the in-hospital Stop
Smoking Service as well as the Hounslow
Stop Smoking Service on 0208 630 3255 or
the Kingston and Richmond Stop Smoking
Service on 020 8741 8314.
These services offer group or individual
support, nicotine replacement therapies
and Varenicline (Champix).

How it works
If you’re a smoker visiting West Mid for
treatment you are likely to be referred to the

Don’t forget...
Saturday 21 September - Open Day
11.00am - 3.00pm
West Middlesex University Hospital,
Twickenham Road, TW7 6AF
A fun and interactive day for all the family.
Visit our health and wellbeing zone,
speak to staff, find out more about career
opportunities, plus lots more.

Since April Jaz Dhaliwal
has lead the Trust-wide implementation of RealTime
discharge. Jaz was brought
in to act as a liaison with
RealTime and to engage both
clinical and non-clinical staff
during its roll-out.
RealTime aids inpatient
flow and discharge by ena- From right: Chief Executive Jacqueline Docherty
bling staff to relay infor- DBE, Clinical Fellow Dr Jaz Dhaliwal, Clem
mation immediately, for Onojeghuo, Tesco Twickenham Community
example, when beds become Champion Hira Parmar and Medical Director Dr
available on the wards. It also Stella Barnass gather for Clem’s prize winning
allows you to send electronic for his RealTime t-shirt design.
discharge letters to GPs and provide patients with an electronic discharge report
with details of their results and post-discharge care.
Jaz told WMM that she’s enjoyed understanding the needs of frontline
staff. She said that she’s also valued liaising with Board members and senior
management which has given her a different perspective and the opportunity
to realise the benefits of clinical leadership. Many thanks to Jaz for her hard
work implementing RealTime; it has been successful with positive feedback from
doctors and ward clerks who said it has reduced their workload and improved
efficiency.

Everyone’s a winner...
As part of the Trust’s commitment to encouraging greener travel through its
Travel Plan, staff were encouraged to cycle to work during national Cycle Week
in June. Among the incentives was the offer of a biker’s breakfast each day,
courtesy of ISS, for those who filled in a record of their weekly mileage. All entries
were added to a prize draw, with the joint winners receiving £20 of High Street
vouchers.
Left: Facilities Manager and Bike to
Work organiser Terri Rolston (centre)
with joint winners Chris Holmes, User
Services Analyst (left) and Richard
Elliott, Communications Manager
Joint winner Richard Elliott told
WMM that he started cycling to work
just before last year’s Cycle Week. He
explained: “I wanted to find a way
of keeping fit and also breaking up
my rather tedious two hour daily commute by train to and from work. I took
advantage of the Trust’s cycle scheme, which allows you to get a bike and safety
equipment up to the value of a thousand pounds and then pay it back over a
period of a year through tax free salary deductions. By also reducing my train
journey I have managed to do this cost neutrally over the course of the year and
from now on I will be saving myself around £90 per month. I’ve also definitely
seen an improvement in my fitness levels and my trousers aren’t so snug around
the waist!“
Chris Holmes has since gone on to take part in the Prudential Ride LondonSurrey 100 charity event. He is aiming to raise at least £1,000 for The Mulberry
Centre, which is based at the hospital and provides support to those affected by
cancer. You can read Chris’s story at http://tinyurl.com/qdoggsl and please make a
donation online at www.justgiving.com/Chris-PV-Holmes
Congratulations also go to Marie Bautista, who won the Hospital Watch
Security Word Scramble which featured in the hospital’s Spring / Summer
Security Newsletter and was promoted during the Security Road Show on 30
May. Marie won £40 of High Street vouchers.

Left: Biomedical Scientist Marie
Bautista (centre) receives her prize
and certificate from the hospital’s
Local Security Management
Specialist Robert Street and
Facilities Manager Terri Rolston
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Word from West Mid
Breastfeeding
On average around 85 per cent of
mothers will have started to breastfeed
when they leave West Middlesex after
giving birth. World Breastfeeding Week
took place on 1 – 7 August, held by the
World Health Organisation (WHO) to
encourage breastfeeding and improve the
health of babies around the world.
We
spoke
to
Barbara
Butler,
Matron at our award-winning Queen Mary
Maternity Unit, to find out more about
the benefits of breastfeeding for both
mums and babies.
What are the benefits for my baby?
Breast milk has many health boosting
benefits including protecting babies
from illnesses such as chest and stomach
infections, obesity and diabetes. It’s also
important for the child’s developmental
and cognitive outcomes.

feeding their baby. They
provide information to
pregnant women about
the
health
benefits
and management of
breastfeeding, and the
differences
between
breast milk and artificial
formula.

Are there benefits for
me?
Breastfeeding your baby
gives
you
protection
against breast cancer,
ovarian
cancer
and
osteoporosis in later life.
How long should I
breastfeed my baby for?
The
WHO
recommends
exclusive
breastfeeding for around the first
six months of life, and continued
breastfeeding with the addition of
nutritious complementary foods for up to
two years or beyond.
What advice and support does West Mid
offer expectant mothers?
Our Queen Mary Maternity Unit provides
expert information and support to
pregnant women and new mothers on

With maternity services Matron Barbara Butler

Will I be given help when I start
breastfeeding?
After birth, we encourage all to hold their
baby in skin-to-skin contact for as long as
they want to, ideally until after the first
feed. A midwife will be available to help
with feeding at this time.
What about when I leave hospital?
Before being discharged from hospital, if
you are breastfeeding you will be shown
how to attach your baby correctly to

your breast and hand express your milk.
We also teach mums how to recognise
effective feeding and provide details of
how to access help and support for when
they are at home.
What if I choose not to breastfeed?
If you have chosen to bottle feed your
baby, you will be given support to hold
your baby correctly for feeding and you
will be given verbal and written instruction
on how to sterilise feeding equipment and
safely prepare feeds.
West Middlesex University Hospital
was the first in London to achieve full
accreditation from UNICEF as a Baby
Friendly hospital in 2011, which means
the care it provides around infant
feeding meets internationally recognised
standards.

Photo gallery
Here are some of the babies born at West Mid on 22 July who made it into the Hounslow Chronicle among all the Royal baby fever...

Above from left: Laura and John Simpson with their daughter; baby Inaya with Zarina
and Javed Khan and Martina Zahradilova and Roman Kolmpka with baby Veronika.

Above from left: Belita and Finley Barreit; Vihaan Agawal; and Joanna Penty with her
daughter (un-named when we visited)

Above from left:
Reshma Pareshkumar with her son and Ayesha Akter Bithi
with baby Zayan Hakam.

From brand new babies to one very
special
centurian - congratulations to Rosetta
Bicknell,
who turned 110 whilst on our Lampto
n Ward!
Rosetta is believed to be one of the
UK’s
oldest people and is now back hom
e with her
family in Hounslow.
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Friends and Family
Test - continued from
front page
The Friends and Family Test is an
important opportunity for patients
to give their feedback on the care and
treatment they receive and in turn to
help us improve our services. From
October
maternity
will
be
included in our Friends and Family Test.
Taking part is voluntary but we
would very much appreciate your
involvement. Your answer will not
be traced back to you, and your
details will not be passed on to anyone.
There
is
also
space
on
the
questionnaire to add any comments
you may have about the care you
received from us. We do want you
to feel as though we are listening
to your feedback. You will see our
results displayed on special ‘You Said,
We Did’ boards at the entrance to our
wards and in the A&E waiting area.
*Of 692 patients who completed a
friends and family test survey between
April and June, 94% said they would be
either extremely likely or likely to recommend the hospital.

Delicious cakes go down a treat in aid of PICHEAM
diatricians will help local cliIn August 2012, along with
nicians follow World Health
fellow paediatricians Dr Chris
Organisation guidelines and
Bird of Hillingdon Hospital
to introduce new guidelines
and Dr Annette Langseth of St
in-line with local Ministry of
Mary’s Hospital, West Mid’s Dr
Health policies in Burundi;
Dieudonne Birahinduka set up
encouraging them to question
PICHEAM – the Programme for
whether there could be alterImprovement of Child Health
native courses of treatment for
Hospital Management.
the children.
The PICHEAM project aims
The
PICHEAM
project
to contribute in reducing childaims to fund the accommodahood mortality in Burundi
tion and travel costs for any
by collaboration between a
paediatric doctor or nurse takteam of paediatricians based
ing part in a teaching placein the UK and child health
ment. It is estimated that it will
professionals in Burundi.
cost approximately £1,200 to
Burundi is one of the poorest countries in Africa and its Dr Birahinduka (right) with volunteers from West Mid’s paediatrics send one doctor or nurse on a
placement.
child mortality rate is among
department at the cake sale
In July PICHEAM volunteers
the worse in the world, with
142 per 1,000 against a global rate of 60 at Burundi’s Ministry of Health, three hos- held a cake sale in the Atrium of West Mid
per 1,000 and compared to five per 1,000 pitals have been suggested for the project; hospital which raised over £700 for the
two of which are teaching hospitals. Dr project. The project hopes to send three
in the UK.
WMM asked Dr Birahinduka why the Birahinduka said “The benefit of working paediatric doctors and three nurses to
project chose Burundi and he said “As I’m with paediatricians in teaching hospitals is the selected hospitals in Burundi but a lot
originally from Burundi we decided that it that you can help to improve the stand- more fundraising help is needed to make
would be easier to build links with health ard of teaching given to future doctors in this possible.
If you’re a senior paediatric docofficials there and with its high infant Burundi.”
The idea behind of the project is sim- tor or nurse with an interest in joinmortality rate, it seemed like an obvious
ple, rather than taking all of the latest ing the PICHEAM project please email
place to start the project.”
In November last year PICHEAM carried equipment, the PICHEAM project will see info@picheam.org.
For more information about how
out a week-long ‘needs assessment’ in Bu- UK paediatric doctors and nurses shadow
rundi with a plan to return in September the home country’s doctors on their ward to donate or if you would like to
2013 to carry out the first two-week teach- rounds and help them to better use the get involved with fundraising visit:
ing placement. With support from officials resources available to them. The UK pae- www.picheam.org.

Tackling the taboo of urinary incontinence
The subject of urinary incontinence isn’t something
that often comes up in conversation but did you know
that it’s incredibly common? Often associated with
pregnancy, childbirth and obesity, 60 – 70 per cent of
women will experience incontinence before the age
of 60 and what is more, half of women do not seek
treatment.
There are several types of urinary incontinence, but
the most common are:
 Stress incontinence – when the pelvic floor muscles
are too weak to prevent urination, causing urine to
leak when your bladder is under pressure, for example, when you cough or laugh
 Urge incontinence – when urine leaks as you feel
an intense urge to pass urine, or soon afterwards

Did you know? Smoking, coffee,
fizzy drinks and tomatoes can
irritate the bladder
West Mid wants to combat the stigma associated with
this condition by offering an approachable and personal
service to women suffering from urinary incontinence.
WMM spoke to consultant Obstetrician & Gynaecologist
Fabian Imoh-Ita about West Mid’s service, he said “Urinary incontinence is very common but because patients
feel embarrassed to go to their GP they often suffer in
silence which can have an effect on their social and work
life as well as their self esteem.”
Fabian said that help can be provided in the communi-

Above: Dr Fabian Imoh-Ita and Amanda Bray
ty by GPs, nurses and healthcare workers. Thirty per cent
of patients won’t need to come to West Mid for treatment as there are conservative management options such
as pelvic floor exercises, bladder training or medication.
“Whereas in the past treatment was not very effective and quite often long and cumbersome, it’s much
improved due to development of new technology to aid
diagnosis and treatment”, Fabian explained.
Patient feedback showed that they wanted more
one-to-one care so Fabian suggested that West Mid offer a dedicated service. Since the appointment of Specialist Nurse, Amanda Bray, patient satisfaction has significantly increased as she is able to build a rapport with
patients when discussing their symptoms and explaining
procedures to them.
Amanda joined West Mid’s Queen Mary Mater-

nity Unit as a Midwife in 2005 and has been a Practice
Development Midwife for the last six years. In that time
she has carried out audits into bladder care and then
became involved in writing the policy for bladder care in
maternity. She said that after gaining experience in this
field she became interested in caring for patients with
urinary incontinence.
A large part of the service that Amanda provides is
discussing the patient’s symptoms in more detail with
them as they often open up to her more than they do
with their GP. Amanda said “With most women suffering
for up to ten years before going to their GP, for those
more complex cases it’s important that we provide an
approachable service where patients feel comfortable
talking about their symptoms”.
If a patient doesn’t respond to conservative management, depending on the type of incontinence they have,
there are other options available such as Botox injections to the bladder, tension free vaginal tape (TVT) sling
procedures. Amanda will visit patients before their
procedure to ensure they’re fully aware of what is
going to happen and make them feel more relaxed before
going into surgery. She also follows up on the ward
afterwards so that patients are informed about what to
expect post surgery.
Amanda said that she gets great satisfaction out of
caring for patients with urinary incontinence: “I feel as
though I get a chance to change these women’s lives with
the advice and support I can provide them”.
For more information about urinary incontinence visit
www.nhs.uk.
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Coming & goings
Starters

Leavers

Dominic Tkaczyk – Director of Finance
A warm welcome back to Dominic, our
interim director of finance, who returned to
West Mid in July from NHS England’s Bath,
Gloucestershire, Swindon and Wiltshire Area
Team.
Dominic told WMM he’d enjoyed working at
the West Mid in 2004-5 because everyone is very
friendly, so he’s pleased to be back and looks
forward to working closer to home.
Dominic said that it’s an interesting
time to join the Trust, with the ‘Shaping a
healthier future’ programme to improve
NHS services in North West London, we’re likely to see a growth in services
such as A&E and maternity at West Mid.
Dominic is particularly looking forward to working on the
prospective acquisition by Chelsea and Westminster Hospital NHS Foundation Trust next year. “West Mid has a good track record for its services
such as A&E, and I’m keen to ensure these are kept up as well as maintain
financial targets”, he said.

Chelone Lee-wo – Teenage Pregnancy Co-ordinator/ Supervisor of Midwives
We bid a fond farewell to Chelone who
leaves the Trust at the end of August after 19
years at West Mid. Chelone trained as a nurse at
Kingston Hospital before joining West Mid as a
student midwife in 1994.
In 1998 she had an idea to provide extra
support to teenage mothers throughout their
pregnancy; with the full support of Tonie
Neville, Head of Midwifery, the Young Mums’
Antenatal Group (YMAG) has gone from
strength to strength. We now have a very
comprehensive and holistic teenage pregnancy
team which is well known throughout the borough among GPs, school nurses
and specialist nurse practitioners.
The YMAG team has built relationships with the community to ensure that
young mums can be successful in early parenting and continue their lives in a
positive way, either staying in or returning to formal education.
Chelone explained that she has really enjoyed the multi-disciplinary
working which she said enhances our communication and practice, resulting
in better patient care.
In recognition of her achievements, last year she was awarded ‘Midwife
of the Year’ at the Staff Excellence and Achievement Awards, which she
modestly dedicated to her fellow midwives and the parents that she’s cared
for over the years.
Chelone told WMM that she would like to thank all her colleagues at
West Mid, especially her fellow YMAG midwives Aphra and Sandra, for their
support which has enabled her to achieve her career ambitions at West Mid
and beyond. She would also like to thank the patients and their families who
she has been fortunate enough to have worked with and helped care for
during her time here.
After 22 years in the UK, Chelone is returning to Trinidad to join the
country’s only midwifery birthing unit to promote normal birth and help to
reduce the infant mortality rates by educating women and midwives. She
hopes to set up training for midwives to improve clinical practice. We’ll be sad
to see her go but we wish her all the very best…

Monica Keats – Communications Officer
Monica joined us in July from the Fire
Industry Association, as communications officer.
Her role involves putting together internal and
external
communications
which
includes
designing
posters,
editing
WMM
and
helping to organise hospital events such as
the Open Day in September.
WMM caught up with her in her first few
weeks and she said that she has really enjoyed
meeting lots of new people every day. “Everyone
has been really friendly and happy to share their
good stories about West Mid which has helped
me to hit the ground running”, she said. Monica
also said that she is looking forward to develop her skills at West Mid and is
excited about learning about the great work that our staff do here.
Kathryn Gould – Clinical Nurse Specialist, Sexual Health
Kathryn, who prefers to be known as Katie,
joined us in July from Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS
Foundation Trust as a clinical nurse specialist in
sexual health. Katie’s role involves running the
sexual health clinic at West Mid as well as working at clinics in Feltham, Hounslow and Chiswick.
Katie said that everyone she has met at West
Mid is very nice, especially her colleagues in sexual health. She said that she enjoys the variety of
her work in the sexual health clinic and spending
time with patients.
Katie is not the only new starter in our sexual
health clinic…
Gillian Avery – Clinical Nurse Specialist, Sexual Health
Gillian joined the Trust in July as a clinical nurse
specialist in sexual health from Ashford and St
Peter’s NHS Foundation Trust, where she had
been working in the Blanche Heriot Unit for
eight years.
Gillian said that she chose West Mid because
she had been impressed by the friendliness of
the staff on previous visits to the hospital and
that it offered her interesting opportunities for
career development. She said that she is enjoying
her new role and that everyone has been very
friendly.

Stephen Hamilton – Voluntary Services Manager
We say a fond farewell to Stephen our Voluntary
Services Manager who retired in August.
Stephen’s relationship with the hospital
began many years ago when he worked as an
active volunteer for the Upbeat Heart Support
Group. He subsequently joined the Trust in
October 2007 as Voluntary Services/Main
Reception Manager where he soon became a
familiar face around the hospital.
Over the years Stephen has successfully
recruited hundreds of local people to our
committed team of volunteers, all of whom
work tirelessly to support our staff delivering
high quality care to our patients.
Stephen has also hosted hundreds of school pupils on work experience
and volunteer placements not to mention the many corporate volunteering
events. The latter involved local business GlaxoSmithKline and BSkyB who
helped the hospital on a number of projects such as garden makeovers,
painting walls and creating artwork.
Stephen has made a significant contribution to the hospital over the years
for which we are very grateful and we all wish him every happiness for the
future.

In each edition we feature a small selection of staff joining and leaving the
Trust. If you would like to be featured, or know someone who has recently
started, is due to leave or has had a change in role then please let us know.
Contact us at communications@wmuh.nhs.uk or call 020 8321 6342.
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Compassionate care
We value all feedback we receive, and in this section You can get in touch by emailing tellus@wmuh.nhs.uk
we highlight some of the recent comments from our or via our website www.west-middlesex-hospital.nhs.
uk and going to the ‘Tell us’ section under ‘Contact us’.
patients.
Via NHS Choices:
Post your comments at www.nhs.uk and search for our hospital

Via email (tellus@wmuh.nhs.uk):
I would like to express my gratitude to Miss May Backos and her team for the care
provided before, during and after my surgery yesterday.
Each member of staff I met was very warm and friendly, and put me at ease. They
made the experience far less daunting than I imagined. Please thank Dr. Jones, the
nurses and anesthetist’s for their skill, diligence and kindness.
They are a credit to the profession. Please pass on my note.
Warmest Regards,
Ms MR
I underwent a laparoscopic cholecystectomy during the morning session on the day
surgery ward on Wednesday 17th July and just wanted to write and thank everyone involved. The nurses on the ward were wonderful, as were the anaesthetists.
I really appreciate the effort they went to to make me feel comfortable throughout the morning given that this was something I was quite apprehensive about.
I’d also like to thank the surgeon who provided the initial consultation, Mr Balasubramanian, who spent a lot of time with my mum and I and made us feel happy
and comfortable with everything.
All seems to be fine so far so of course a big thank you to the surgeons as well! I
would appreciate it if you could forward my thanks to those involved.
Kind regards,
SH
Thank you,
Via Twitter (@WestMidHospital):

I Take U - wedding bells at West Middlesex

Anthony (lilac shirt) and Kate (standing left of Anthony) celebrate their wedding day
with staff from ITU

West Middlesex University Hospital has played host to many different
events and occasions over the years, but as far as we know there has never
been a wedding here. Not, that is, until 20 June 2013 when our ITU department
witnessed the wedding of patient Anthony Somers to Kate Stefanek.
Anthony has been a patient since January, when he was brought to A&E
with severe flu symptoms. After a short spell at West Middlesex he was
transferred to Harefield Hospital where he spent a number of weeks receiving
specialist treatment. He was then brought to the intensive treatment unit of his
local hospital, West Middlesex, for ongoing care.
Anthony told WMM that he remembers coming into A&E here, with his next
memory of waking up in ITU two months later, having missed his 39th birthday
in between.
Anthony and Kate have been together for 14 years and have two young
boys, Liam and Patrick.
Their wedding was particularly emotional for them, their family, friends and
hospital staff.
Since then Anthony has been recovering slowly and is now hoping to be
able to go home in the near future.
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and development
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A day in the life of a caseload midwife...
Each month roughly 20 women give birth with the
help of a caseload midwife at West Mid. Natalie Carter
outlines a typical shift…
As a caseload midwife I’m on call 24 hours a day,
five days a week and in a year I will probably care for
approximately 40 – 50 women.
I am based in the community providing 1:1 antenatal
and post-natal care to mothers who wish to have their
baby at home or those who want a normal delivery with
minimal intervention or would benefit from having the
support and continuity from one midwife at home.
On a typical day I will start at 9am and, if a colleague
doesn’t need relieving, I will pick up my student
midwife Natalie Charalambides who shadows me on my
appointments in the community.
Between 9.30am and 4pm I will usually have six antenatal and post-natal appointments before returning to
the hospital to submit any bloods I have taken and make
updates to my work diary.
Then I go home to rest and carry out any personal
chores, have dinner and go to bed as normal. As labour
hormones are higher at night it is most common for
women to go into labour when they’re relaxed, usually
when they’re going to bed. It’s normally at 11pm
or between 2am - 4am that I will get a call from an
expectant mother.
During my appointments I discuss with the women
at length about what they should anticipate when they
get contractions and are about to go into labour. Most
of the expectant mothers that I care for know what to
expect so they know when it’s the right time to call me.
Depending on what birth plan the mother has
decided on I will then jump in my car and go to her
house or to West Mid to delivery her baby. As you can’t
predict exactly when a baby will be born, I have to be
very flexible, as do the women that I care for.
If I have been up all night delivering a baby then I will

have to reschedule
my appointments
for the following
day or another
caseload midwife
will have to cover
for me. Just in case
this does happen,
the mothers will
meet some of the
caseload team so
Left to right: Caseload Midwife
that they are with a
Natalie Carter and Student
familiar face if I can’t
Midwife Natalie Charalambides
be there when they
give birth.
For me, missing the birth of one of the mothers I
have been caring for is a real disappointment but I know
I can’t be on-call all of the time!
I can say without a doubt that being a caseload
midwife has been the most fulfilling thing I have
done in my life. It’s a privilege to be part of this family
experience and it’s very rewarding when you know you
made a real difference to the woman’s experience of
childbirth which she will take with her forever.

Considering a career in midwifery?
BSc (Hons) Midwifery – Pre-registration - Now recruiting
for October 2013
This shortened midwifery degree is for registered
nurses on the nurses (adult) part of the UK NMC
Register who have a Diploma of Higher Education (or
equivalent) and are interested in becoming a midwife.
If you’re interested, you will need to apply via UCAS but
please feel free to contact Sally Dauncey or Amanda
Bray, Practice Development Midwives at Queen Mary’s
Maternity Unit.

ng and Development
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In memory of Nikki Jones
Senior Resuscitation Officer & Simulation Lead
1968 - 2013

Originally from New Zealand Nikki came
to the West Middlesex in 2001 as an A&E
Paediatric Nurse.
In 2008 Nikki joined the
Learning & Development team as a Resuscitation
Officer and from September 2012 she acted up into
the more senior role. Her hard work, drive and
passion was fundamental in the development of
simulation training at the West Middlesex, gaining
us recognition in 2012 by the London Deanery.
Nikki will always be remembered for her
unfailing support, kindness and warmth, as well
as her energy and enthusiasm. Nikki has been
described by her team as one of the bravest and
most selfless people they have worked with and it
was a privilege to have known her. Our thoughts
go out to her family at this very sad time, and
especially to her husband Iwan, and daughters
Rachel and Lora.
Donations in Nikki’s memory are to Macmillan
Cancer Support or to Breast Cancer Care. Learning
& Development will be collecting staff donations
or individuals can send them c/o HAVEN Funeral
Services, 13 The Broadway, Gunnersbury Lane,
Acton W3 8HR.

Introducing our new doctors...
A warm West Mid welcome to our new Foundation Year 1
Doctors who joined us on 1 August. For the next year they
will be on a four month rotation programme working in
various hospital departments, these include Gynaecology,
Orthogeriatrics, Urology and the ITU.
WMM took their photo during their induction day (see right) and
asked some of the doctors how they felt about joining West Mid.
Karim Fouad Alber said “I chose West Mid because of its great
reputation and excellent training programme - I’m really looking
forward to working here.”
Catriona Reid said that she was feeling a little nervous but very
excited: “West Mid was my favourite hospital while I was at medical
school so I’m really pleased to be back.”

Get in touch
Editorial team: Richard Elliott, Monica Keats Contact: communications@wmuh.nhs.uk / 020 8321 6342 / 5035
We hope you enjoyed this edition. Please contact us if you have feedback, suggestions or an article for future issues, and also to be added or removed from our mailing list.

